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Abstract. Pragmatics is the study of the languages involved as intermediaries in the process of speech communication. This research deals with the study of pragmatics with limits on presuppositions with 6 types of presuppositions that is, (1) existential presuppositions, (2) factual presuppositions, (3) lexical presuppositions, (4) non-active presuppositions, (5) structural presuppositions (6) counterfactual presuppositions. Objects used in this research was the animated film Nussa and Rara. the film was chosen by the researcher because the trending on youtube Indonesia's first animated film, which is expected to serve as the formation of character kids which many found irregularities in the country Indonesia committed by older children. Limitations of this research only on the analysis of speech are presuppositions expressed in the film. Research through the study of pragmatics presuppositions, using the methods of survey and content analysis research with the kind of qualitative because the resulting data in the form of descriptions of partial speech on animated Nussa and Rara then be divided into six types of speech is presuppositions which are then analyzed. The results reveal that in a speech on the animated film Nussa and Rara had found only five types of presuppositions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Social interaction is a social activity that involves two individuals using language as the medium or intermediaries. Interact means that the individual must disclose and may be accountable to what have been Deus Caritas Est. Language is the sole mediator in the communication process using either oral or in writing, the language itself comes from the human mind or individual so that the opponent can understand and respond to. One study of a language that is pragmatic. Pragmatic analysis of functional Linguistics part of having external elements of language comprehensive [1]. Pragmatics cling to external elements that determine the meaning of the speech is the speaker in communicating. The intent of the previous talks that pragmatic meaning is used in the communication process has the goal of keeping the communication process can be run in accordance with the topic of conversation between speakers with partners said. The context is very important in the study of pragmatics, through all the context information can be read by clearly and directional, however, these conditions are
also affected by the speakers and partners said how good communication with process control. Pragmatic meaning is a marker which is understood to have the meaning of contrast, introduces the counterclaim a claim serves as the device and save face [2]. The importance of understanding the context will be in the use of speech that unveiled by the speakers so that the communication process. Context also inseparable with culture, context and culture always hand in hand but, basically the conditions in the field revealed there are still many misconceptions in expressing and understanding the context or situation said [3]. The use of the context of the functions explained in the communication, namely mutual understanding which was intended.

The wide variety of objects that are used in the study of pragmatics, one of which is the movies. The film is a means of visual shape aims to entertain the audience. Animated films presented in certain forms such as wayang describes motion illusion [4]. The film has a hassle in the process. The provision in the animated film the language of natural and sustainable should be summarized with artistic and rhythm, these activities are done by artists and craftsmen of his time small studio group [5]. Animated right juxtaposed or associated with the study of pragmatics for in the movie there is a process of communication between the player and the opponent play it relates to pragmatics since it includes the purpose of the speech is delivered. The object that will be used in the study of pragmatics is the animated film on youtube trending Indonesia, a pioneer of the film is Mario Irwansyah and on production by the little giant. Film animation titled Nussa and Rara broadcast every Friday on channel youtube Nussa official.

Research on highly diverse films, one of which, namely the research titled “The development of three dimensional animation movie for character education media in elementary school.” The research is using animated movies to help the development of the learning learners through the animation model designed by ABC (animation character building) have an impact on positive conditioning as the first step to the formation of character in students of Elementary School [6]. Such research has proven that animated films can help learners in the development of learning. While researchers, animated Nussa and Rara was chosen because it is appropriate to be seen regardless of age restrictions, as well as in the film there is a speech or found from the study of pragmatics.

Presuppositions have six types; existential presuppositions, factual presuppositions, lexical presuppositions, non-active presuppositions, structural presuppositions, and counterfactual presuppositions. [7]. The sixth type of presuppositions that have meaning so that the assumption expressed by speakers are also understood by partners said. Speech is the sixth of its kind presuppositions are analyzed through the speech is contained in object movie Nussa and Rara. This study focused on one of the studies of pragmatic presuppositions. Presuppositions are estimated in the communication that the speaker considers partners said understanding what you have described. Presuppositions as language information encoded as a Foundation at the time of utterance that the talks between speakers with listeners have in common in the knowledge that the situation observed in the said [8]. The opinions in this research that strengthens the presuppositions are alleged or estimate in the process of communication between speakers and opponents said, however, the speakers considered that opponents said would also understand what is meant or at the assumption by the speakers. Based on the aforementioned background problem is formulated as follows: How did the presuppositions in the film Nussa and Rara? The purpose of the problems that have been submitted that is knowing the presuppositions in the animated film Nussa and Rara.
2. METHOD

The purpose of the study is to describe the types of objects that are used with the presupposition animated films Nussa and Rara. Through the research objectives of this research including qualitative research because of the data in the form of sentences. Qualitative research data in the form of words, pictures, figures and not the [9]. The methodology used in the survey method research by looking at the object i.e. speech from the animated film Nussa and Rara, through procedures that use the data analyzed in the form of descriptions. Research on a qualitative strength refers to the condition of the particular person or descriptive [10]. Use of content analysis is also needed in the study so that the disclosure of information refers to one's understanding and deepened understanding which examined [11]. Partial speech is animated using the study of pragmatic presuppositions through techniques refer to non-qualified researcher just being an observer [12].

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In the study of pragmatics many forms one of the research through the Journal of Germanic Linguistics with the title implicature in lexical semantics, Word Formation, and grammar. The meaning of the pragmatic meaning of an utterance in a situation that is prototypical [13]. The researchers also assume deep meaning in the said right was certainly included in original or prototypical situation because the purpose of the pragmatic i.e. understand what is spoken by the speakers through the context be it in oral, written, time, place and other, etc., also related to the discourse in order to have alignment in compiled a sentence or compose a speech. The discourse is a unit of language that most of the above sentence or clause with the coherence and cohesion of continuous high, capable of having a real start and end, delivered orally or write a cohesive and coherent discourse [14]. The following discussion and analysis of results’ presupposition that has researchers found:

3.1 Existential presuppositions
(Data 1)

Context : Rara Complained Because It Was Raining
Rara : come on, come on, come on, faster, faster Anta, hhmm rain. We can not ride.
Nussa : Al Asgafirullah Adzim why is that with rain?
...

Partial speech discourse on (1), is a type of existential presuppositions. Existential presuppositions are the assumption that indicates the existence of the phrase or speech. Partial speech "yaaa raining" expressed by Rara, explaining the presence of the rain suddenly came down. Through context can be understood the intent of the character, that Rara provides information indicating the existence of natural conditions presented by the opponent said Nussa, it makes the communicative value in revealing high because both speakers both partners can understand spoken as well as responding to the context of speech communication. The analysis of the aligned with research under the title u.s. Invitations request-for-service mitigators in academic discourse, concerning conflicts of emailing that was essentially a conflict occurs through the context of the talk [15]. Different to that conducted the context i.e. researchers conducted verbally with evidence of speech while employed by earlier research context is done through writing with media mail.

3.2 Factual presuppositions
(Data 2)

Context : When Athan Reverberate Shouldn't Play

... Nussa : You are welcome, but when it is a call to prayer, we should keep silent, it does
not mean likes sculpture.

Rara : Yeah I know.

Nussa : You know, but why do you keep playing??

...

Partial speech discourse (2) is a type of factual presuppositions. Factual presuppositions or
facts the disclosure describes a reality. Speech is expressed by figures of Nussa "If you've Athan
why keep playing?" these figures explain the fact that figures are done by Rara as opposed to
said that in the play must have a time or a given time. It is thus indeed has become a habit,
particularly on countries that Indonesia must distinguish between play time with a time of
worship, so it makes the communicative value of high spoken because either speakers or
partners can be said understanding and responding to the context of speech communication.
Unlike the Interdiscursive research performance in digital professions: the case of youtube
tutorials, the research focuses on the results only on the context for the purpose of maintaining,
altering the deprivation to the reader [15]. For researchers that have been explained earlier that
relate to the context would definitely bring up a prototypical performance of a context which
means it can not change the situation as explained previously aligned with the researchers.

3.3 Lexical presuppositions

(Data 3)

Context : Umma Upset Because Nussa And Rara Wasteful

... Rara : Nussa, what’s wrong with Umma? She is angry all the time.

Nussa : How is umma not angry? Yesterday the water in the sink overflowing, did you
forget to turn it off?

...

Partial speech on discourse (3) "umma why? Grumpy keep? "is a lexical presupposition.
Lexical meaning through the form attested presuppositions which revealed conventional
understood or interpreted another meaning that is not expressed or understood. Meaning in
speech (3) in Figure Rara asked Nussa’s mother with the context and Rara angry can be analyzed
"(a) the day that her mother angry, (b) the last day, yesterday, or even (c) tomorrow's mother
not angry" thus lexical presupposition equal to well as causal. The analysis research on the
similarly titled never done research Speech acts in maritime professional discourse: a pragmatic
risk analysis of team communication bridge directives and commissives in full mission
simulation results from research This showed that the discourse can be observed spontaneously
in conditions of simulated exercises, in this case, showed that the variation of speech is
developing through the context of discourse [17]. This analysis more emphasis on what is
disclosed has also been understood yet, basically, each partner said not necessarily
understanding expressed by the speakers.

3.4 Non-active presuppositions

(Data 4)

Context : Rara Complained Because It Was Raining
... Nussa : That’s right. We ask to the God to gives the useful rain not floods, you can imagine if the rains do not come down? The river is dry, the plant on the dead, we could die of starving.

Rara : then?

Partial speech discourse next on (4). The non-active presuppositions are the assumption is not true there is no proof. Partial speech (4) "imagine" is a non-active presupposition evidenced on the word imagine visibility or in fact cannot be proved. Figures just imagine if the rain does not come down but in fact conditions in the film have been or still going on raining. The process of communication that occurs between the figures of Nussa as speakers with Rara as the communicative value of expressing said partners expressed high because either speakers or partners can understand spoken as well as responding to the context of the speech such communications. The study entitled Metadiscourse: variation across communicative contexts have the same research results researchers i.e. communicativeness will result in varying contexts [18]. The difference is in the context of the variations do the researcher just focuses on the meantime six types of research that has been done in the context of communicative focuses on academic research by comparing the use of MDMS.

3.5 Structural presuppositions

(Data 5)

Context : Rara Got Science of Nussa's Brother about The Solar System

... Nussa : what are you doing guys? This is the name of a miniature of solar system, why is here?

Rara : what is the solar system?

... Partial speech discourse "of the solar system, what the hell?" (5) including structural presuppositions. Structural presuppositions refer to question and sentence structure is known as a problem, however, in the sentence structure has been assumed or presuppositions in his righteousness conventionally. The sentence that expressed question sentence is that figures indeed truth can be proven, namely the solar system as the problem sentence the question requires the right answers concerning the definition of the solar system to the partner said. The study, entitled you're a nuisance! Patch-up jocular abuse in Chinese fiction such as research describing and analyzing context a negative and mixed positive [19]. This is in tune with the analysis conducted researchers but in this case, the researchers included positive research on the category which can be seen through the context of a big sister gives her brother a new science.

3.6 Counterfactual presuppositions

Counterfactual presuppositions are the assumption that revealed that contrary to reality. Usually reveal suppositions example "supposing I work" fact "he doesn't work" If analyzed the meaning included in the counterfactual presuppositions because assumptions expressed do not constitute fact happens "he assumes or imagines an activity work.However, in fact, she didn't or such is working ". In fact, the research objects and animated Nussa,Rara counterfactual presuppositions, not found this possibility occurs due to problems of the theme that is always raised in the film is the problem related to the religious, social, culture, environment [20].
4. CONCLUSION

Pragmatic study that connects the meaning of speech that has been delivered, the study of pragmatic presuppositions have characteristic through variation of the context object that is expressed through animated Nussa and Rara. However, regarding the research, it describes side that is completely original or prototypical found only five types of presuppositions in the film. Counterfactual presuppositions are not found in the implicature of animated films because movies and Rara Nussa only discusses issues related to the religious, social, cultural, environmental, incidentally is not associated with counterfactual presuppositions that discusses the assumptions regarding the disclosure of words assumption or sentences. The analysis of this research has revealed the purpose of the research is to know the presuppositions through the object of animated film of Nussa and Rara by using pragmatics presuppositions.
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